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Proposal offers police alternative

are trying to give students the opportunity
by Ernie Clark
that this selection should encompass all
to develop a way of policing themselves."
A preliminary proposal orchestrated by
dorm lifestyles.
Morrison said in explanation of the
Student Government President Charles
The student government president
proposal.
Mercer, Associate Director of Residential
hopes the new programs will be fully
Mercer said the selection of York and
Life Joline Morrison and Assistant Director
instituted in all York and Hilltop Complex
Hilltop Complexes to be the first areas to
of Police Services William Prosser will
dorms wishing to alter its policing policies
test the proposal was conceived for no
allow students in York and Hilltop
by April 15, and he hopes all campus
Complexes to develop their own alternadormitories will be able to vote on a similar
tives to the current police hallway patrols.
change by next fall, provided this
Under the proposal, letters will be sent
semester's results are positive.
to all dormitory presidents in York and
"We want to give students a chance to
Hilltop Complexes advising them that
prove they can handles themselves,"
votes can be taken allowing students to
Mercer said.
develop an "honor system for policing
hallways, according to Mercer.
One problem that must be addressed by
Should a dorm's residents opt for the
the committee before any proposal is given
honor system proposal. the Dorm Activity
to dorm presidents is the matter of
Board of that dorm then will be responsible
guarding against weekend dorm damage.
for drawing up self-policing guidlines and
According to Aceto, dorm damage levels
ways to enforce those guidelines.
have been reduced drastically since the
The Dorm Activity Board will then
installation of hallway police patrols, and
forward its proposals to a committee
he wants to be sure that the levels of
composed of Mercer. Morrison, Prosser
vandalism will not increase under the new
and the new Inter-Dormitory Board
proposal.
president, who will be elected sometime
this month. If approved by the committee
"Any proposal would have to say how we
the individual dorm's proposal must then
can protect the areas from outsiders,"
be approved by Vice-President of Student
Aceto said.
Affairs Thomas Aceto, and ultimately must
All parties involved in the proposal feel
Dorm damage levels must be contained
be okayed by President Paul Silverman.
that much interaction will be needed
by any new policing policy, according to
Police will retain the right to patrol
between students, Residential Life staff
Thomas Aceto.
stairwells and lobbies, according to
and UMOPD if the proposal is to become a
Prosser.
other reason than that the two complexes success.
"We're not saying that the police should
represent the most geographically-separ"We are trying to turn back to more
not be there, they should be there, but we
ated dorm areas on campus. Mercer feels responsible student
input in these mat-

ters," Prosser said. "When that sector
sees something wrong, they've got to
report it to their RA, so the RA can pass it
along to the RD who will report it to the
police. The breakdown in the communication between these parties is where the
problem began."
"Just because the cops are leaving
doesn't mean the minors can go back out in
the halls and drink," Mercer said. "If they
do. the cops will be back."
The proposal. which represents a chance
for students' viewpoints to be aired
regarding a policy directly affecting their
lifestyles, is being met with great optimism
by the involved parties.
"One's ability to direct his life in a
positive and meaningful way is what the
university is all about," Aceto said,"and if
we can accomplish something towards this
goal, hey, that's great."
But Aceto also said the "honor system"
is something which must be understood by
students in order to work properly. Often,
he said, students can approve such a
measure and then neglect its obligations.
"It really is a very demanding thing," he
said. "To make it work, students must
first obey the rules and then report
infractions of these rules."
"If this is to become a reality," Morrison
added, "there's got to be a real
partnership between Residential Life staff
and students."

Curtis speech
set tonight
by Stephen Peterson
Former Governor Kenneth Curtis
will be speaking tonight at 8 p.m. in
101 English/Math on the subject of
Canadian-American relations.
Curtis will draw from his experiences while he was ambassador to
Canada under the Carter administration. Curtis' subject will be "The
Canada Few Understand."
Kenneth M. Curtis was born Feb.
8, 1931 in Leeds. Maine. a small
town between Augusta and Auburn.
In 1964 Curtis lost in a bid for a
seat in the 1st district Senate race to
Republican challenger Stanley R.
Tupper.
Curtis was appointed Maine's
Secretary of State in 1965 and.
after beating two Democratic challengers in the 1966 gubenatorial
primaries he went on to become the
youngest elected governor in the
nation at the age of 35.
Curtis served two terms as governor and after stepping down did not
hold office until President Jimmy
Carter appointed him Chairman of
the Democratic National Committee
in January of 1977. He resigned one
year later.
In July of 1979 Curtis was
appointed ambassador to Canada
where he finished his term until the
defeat of Jimmy Carter in 1980.
The speech is free to the public
and is sponsored by the Honors
Program and the Canadian/American Center.

Probably many people did not notice It because they were
driven Inside by the early afternoon rains, but Thursday's sunset looked
like a sign of things to come. Here, the sun peeks overa hill behind
the university.
Simms photo I

Senate upholds union contract clause
by Ernie Clark
The Maine Senate voted Thursday 17-16 to reject a bill that
would remove union security provisions in the University of
Maine faculty contract.
The bill, sponsored by Sen. Howard Trotzky (R-Bangor),
would also bar the negotiation of union security clauses in future
contracts and represents a blow to local right-to-work crusaders.
The vote upholds the Associated Faculties of Maine's(AFUM)
rule which collects representation fees or fees to be put into an
educational fund from faculty members not associated with the
union.
AFUM President Edward Collins was very pleased with the
outcome of Thursday's vote, and was also not surprised with the
closeness of the vote.
"That's terrific," Collins said. "We were pretty certain that
this proposal would not pass in the House and thought it would
not pass in the Senate. I'm really happy with the outcome."
Milton Wright. uniserv director of higher education for the

Maine Teachers Association, which represents AFUM in legal
matters. said he was pleased that the senate voted to kill the
measure, although he expects right-to-work proponents to
continue pushing similar bills into the legislature as long as the
right-to-work philosophy exists.
"I am delighted to learn that the legislature has agreed not to
tamper with this section of the collective bargaining act that
protects the faculty of the University of Maine," Wright said.
Association of Independent Professionals President Dennis
McConnell was not surprised by the results, which forces
members of his association, a non-union group, to continue to
pay representation or educational fees to AFUM.
"We weren't terribly optimistic about getting legislation
passed this year," he said. "Even if the bill had gotten through
the senate, it would have gotten killed in the house," where
Democrats have a 10-seat edge over republicans.
The vote to accept the Labor Committee's recommendation fell
along party lines, with Sen. Melvin Shute (R-Stockton Springs)
the only Republican to vote against the measure.
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Cutbacks endanger programs,jobs

CAMPUS
CRIER

by Paul I Hinton..

Cuts in funding to special education,
as
proposed by President Reagan, may have
a
great effect in the College of Education'
s
special education division, said profe
ssor
%tit bony Chiappone.
"One of the current proposals is
to
rewrite the federal laws requiring specia
l
education.— Chiappone said.
The rewriting. he said, would try to limit
money for
special education to just the sever
ely
handicapped. Ninety percent of the kids
in
Maine who are handicapped are
only
mildly to moderately handicapped."
Aside from affecting educational priori
ties in the state, the cuts will also affect
the
special education program here at the
university. There are currently about 200
undergraduates in the program. as wellas
a
small masters program. If the cuts do
come through, three of the six staff
members in the special education division
may lose their jobs. "These people are on
'soft' or Federal money." Chiappone said.
"If we don't get the grants. they just won't
have jobs."
Under the current proposals. schools will
no longer go to the federal government for
grants. The federal government will give
out what are called "block grants" to the
states. In turn, the state will distri
bute
money to the local educational agencies for
use by individual school districts.
The
state will also hold onto other monies which
will be distributed where they deem
it
necessary, such as to the university's

special education division and an array of
various other programs.
"These proposals have to be fought."
said professor Bill Davis. soon-to-be
director of the division. "I'd like to see a
lobby set up to stop the whole idea of
transferring the control to the state. Most
people are sitting back and expecting the

Professor Anthony Chiappone Is worried
about potential cuts in UMO's special
education program. 'Simms)
cuts as the ine‘liable, but we don't have to
accept that." Davis has been in touch with
some of Maine's congressional delegation.
but for now, he said, people seem to be
taking a — wait and see' attitude. "People
have to make a pitch (to the representatives). then fight for it," he said.
For next year, the program may not be in

immediate danger, Chiappone said. Since
1972, the grants have run in cyclical.
three-year blocks. Next year will be the
third year in the university's funding.
"We are not like some universities whose
grants ran out this year," he said. "A lot
of them are high and dry now." The
division has received verbal approval from
the Office of Education in Washington that
this year's programs would not be cut, he
said.
Another concern of the people in the
program is that, with the transfer of the
funding to the state, and coupled with the
estimated 25 percent cut in the budget.
there may be an even greater cut to the
programs because of a "trickle down"
effect, Chiappone said.
The state
department of education will need more
people to run the programs in Augusta, so
that will subsequently cost the state a
bigger proportion of the monies intended
for educational purposes. "We're just not
sure how much of an effect it will have." he
said.
One of the biggest problems Chiappone
foresees in the new system is the fact that
his program will be going to Augusta for
funding, as opposed to directly to the
federal government. "Traditionally. Augusta had given a very low priority to this
kind of thing," he said. Before the laws
were rewritten in the early 70's requiring
funding to handicapped projects, Maine
gave little priority to funding them. "We
were about 45 on the list of 50 states,"
Chiappone said.

Workshop to stress energy efficiency
by Ruth DeCoster

Energy conservation and solar power
will be topics covered in a two-day
Sunbuilders Workshop tonight and tomor
row.
Sponsored by the UMO Forest Products
Laboratory, along with the Maine Home
Builders Association and the Maine Offic
e
of Energy Resources, the workshop
will
highlight improvements in utilization
of
resources and construction techniques
to
build energy efficient solar homes.
James Shottafer, professor of wood
technology, said. "The objective here
is to
help familiarize builders, architects,
and
contractors about energy conservation
in
the construction of small homes..
.in
narticular, solar heat."
He said this was important to
the
department of forestry because "we like
to
find out what kind of questions people
are
asking about these subjects. We have
to
knov, what kind of research we shoul
d be

doing, and what they need answered."
The workshop is divided into two parts.
A bonus session will be held tonight
at 6
p.m. in Nutting Hall. Topics will inclu
de
savings in labor and will cover vario
us
sources of energy.
Saturday's workshop will begin at 9 a.m.
and will include sessions dealing
with
Maine energy conservation standards,
how
to incorporate 'simple passive solar
features' in order to reduce energy
costs,
and how to increase marketability.
Saturday's sessions will feature instru
ctors John Brann, a solar home builder
and
consultant from Augusta, and Barry
Polley. a Maine solar home builder
from.
Waterville.
Shottafer, who said he will participate
in
the workshops said, "We won't
be
learning so much in the way of technology
-it's a kind of thing to find out
exactly
what's going on."
SunbutIders manuals will be supplied
to
participants. including informatio
n about

wn
Friday. April 3
2 p.m.
Chemical Engineering
Distinguished Lecture. Dr. Douglas
Wahren, Vice President for Research. Institute of Paper Chemistry
(Appleton. Wisc.) will speak on
"Influence of Pulp Properties on the
Efficiency of Wet Pressing." 100
Jenness.
3:10 p.m. Zoology seminar.
George
C. Eickwort, Cornell U., will
speak
on "Territoriality in Maso
n Bees
tMegachilidael." 102 Murray.
3:30 p.m. Psychology "C" Paper.
Scott Brown will present "A Systems
Approach to Time Perception:
Bimodal Cognition and the Experience of Duration." 202 Little.
4:10 p.m. Botany/Quaternary Joint
Seminar. George L. Jacobson will
speak on "Vegetational Succession
and Soil Development on Recent End
Maraines of the Klutlan Glacier,
Yukon Territory." 113 Deering.

4:30 p.m. Sabbath Eve Services.
sponsored by Hillel. Drummond
Chapel.
The Friday April 3 movie "Chapter Two" will be shown in 130 Little
Hall at 7 & 9:30 p.m. Note change.
8 p.m.
S.E.A. Presents: Blues
Festival, with Roomy of
Blues and
J.B. Hutto. Hauck. Admis
sion.
8 p.m. Honors Lecture.
Former
Governor and Ambassador
Ken
Curtis will speak on Canad
ian/American relations.
Sponsored by
Honors Program and Cana
dian/American Center. Public welcome.
101
EM.
Saturday. April 4
1-5 p.m. Arts. Crafts & Hobbie•
Show/Sale. Main Lounge. Est a
brooke.
The movie "Caddyshack" will be
shown in Hauck Auditorium at 7 &
9:30 p.m.

building standards, conservation, solar
energy, design concepts. materials and
construction practices.
These interested in attending Saturday's
workshop can register at the door between
8:30 and 9 a.m.

IN ORONO--We are now showing
and renting furnished apartments for
next Aug. 29. 1981. No children. No
pets. 942-0935.
ROLLERSKATES All name-brands
at fraction above wholesale cost.
Complete lines of Chicago. Hyde,
Sims etc. 139 Hancock--Ask for
Bill
OVERSEAS JOBS - Summer/year
round. Et.tope. S. Amer.. Australia.
Asia. All fields. $500-$1200 monthly
Sightseeing. Free info. Write IJC
Box 52-MEI Corona Del Mar. CA
92h25

PRIVATE ROOMS FOR RENT-5
MIN.
WALK
TO
WELLS
COMMONS QUIET,MATURE NONSMOKERS From $20 per week
(Dorm rooms currently cost $34 per
week!) Call Jeremy 866-5559 after 5
pm
FOR SALE: 1976 Honda CJ360T
Sport. Best offer. Call 827-2708
HELP WANTED: WAITRESS/
waiter. 5 days. 11-3. Permanent
position. Experience
necessary.
Apply in person. Barman's
Restaurant.

t

1.20 for first 15 words
10c each additional word
Per pre-paid insertion
3.00/3 days
5.00/ 5 days
plus 10C per additional words

I
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Greetings
If you're trying to decide what
to do for a friend's birthday,
anniversary, or other special
occasion, use the power of the printed
word to express yourself.

With an ad in the Maine Campus,
you can give that special
someone a greeting that's
original, personal, and
)
inexpensive.
A great idea for any message.
For information, call Julie or Dianne at the
Maine Campus,
in the basement of Lord Hall. Phone
581-7531
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Researcher huntsfor
state's oldest trees
by Annette Higgins
Dr. Richard Jagels, an assistant
professor of wood technology in the
school of forest resources, is looking
for trees between 200 and 500 years
old.
"I've had quite a few responses so
far, 20-25 letters and phone calls."
said Jagels.
An advertisement
asking for trees was placed in a
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Richard Jagels
Portland paper and a newsletter was
released, he said.
Jagels wants the trees for research
he is doing on sample cores from
several species.
He hopes to
uncover information about historical
influences on the region from climate
changes. insect attacks, fires, air and
water pollution and acid rain.
"We can reconstruct the kinds of
effects on the forest over a period of
time to help determine what species

should be planted and what care
should be given to get best results,"
said Jagels.
He will be measuring. X-raying
and scanning sample cores of trees
from Maine.
This method of
research has been explored by
scientists in the southwest. "Basically I'm interested in wood properties and wanted to see if this method
would work here," said Jagels,
"there is a problem because the
climate here is much more diverse."
Jagels said that the research
process is basically studying growth
rings from core samples. "The
width of the growth ring can indicate
how good conditions were in that
year," he said.
X-ray densitometry will be used to
further study the growth rings.
"This method looks at the total cell
wall volume in the growth ring," he
said. According to Jagels, this is
necessary because a tree could
produce thin-walled cells and grow
rapidly rather than grow slowly with
thick-walled cells.
Dr. Jagels, along with two other
UMO forest researchers. Dr. Maxwell McCormack and Bill Kemp has
applied for funding from the U.S.
Department of the Interior to enlarge
the project.
"We've applied for funding to do
research on Acadia National Park,"
Jagels said. Although the project
has high priority it probably won't be
funded because the department of
the interior doesn't have the money,
he said.
Dr. Jagels has been with the UMO
School of Forest Resources since
1979.

Letter deemed political,
alternative to be sent
by Andrew Meade
A letter encouraging students to write
Congress concerning the proposed financial aid cut has been scrapped.
A new version of the letter excludes any
reference to lobbying, simply informing
students of the proposed bill and its
probable effects. This letter should reach
students within a week.
Vice President for Student Affairs
Thomas Aceto. whose decision it was to
switch letters, said the university wants to
provide information on the cuts, but not to
promote lobbying. He said there may even
be a question of legality as to the latter.
Burt Batty, director of student aid, called
the move "a matter of perspective." He
said the university is writing to legislature
about the cuts, and feels it is doing its
share in "looking out for the students.••
"We will just pass on the information
and let them (the students) do what they
want with it." he added.
The proposed cuts would erase $4
million from UMO's $19 million plan.
President Reagan's bill would affect the
National Direct Student Loan Program, the
Basic Educational Opportunity Grant Program and the Guaranteed Student Loan
Program. resulting in fewer eligible
students and smaller grants and loans.
The university now gives aid to 7,000 of the
11,000 students, the average grant being
$2714.
Batty said other universities are confronting the problem in a similar way.
"The University of New Hampshire is
informing their students in the same
manner as we are," he said.
UNH is also explaining the impact of the
cuts, even though money had already been
promised to many students. Batty added
that no such commitment had been made
here.
He did say, though, that the university's
enrollment could drop by up to six percent

if the bill passes through Congress.
Increased transfers from expensive private
schools have been surmised to offset this.
Batty said other avenues are being
pursued to deal with the problem of aid
cuts. The Students Advocating Financial
Assistance are holding their Spring

Burt Batty has drafted a letter explaining
the effect federal budget cuts will have on
student aid.
Conference April 10 and 11 at the
University of Massachusetts at Amherst,
and lobbying will be the major subject
tackled.
"I'm going to meet with the Senate this
week and will suggest that someone
consider going to the meeting," Batty said.
The conference will include lectures and
debates but the keynote will be workshops
designed to teach lobbying and other ways
students can deal with the financial aid
problem. Information on the meeting is
being distributed among all New England
colleges and universities.
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Randy Kyes and Cheryl Perkins share one of the many umbrellas seen on campuf
Thursday as the annual April showers made their first appearence of the year.
lion
Simms photo]

Birdman to speak on penguins
Dr. Olin Sewall Pettingill, a
world-renowned ornithologist, will
present "Another Penguin Summer" Tuesday. April 7 at 7 p.m. at
100 Nutting Hall.
Pettingill is a leader in his field, as
evidenced by books such as The
American Woodcock. Ornithology in
Labratory and Field. and Guides to
Bird Finding. Also a fine photographer. Pet t ingill's work has been seen
in Disney films of birds.

Pettingill was director of the
Cornell Laboratory of Ornithology
from 1960 to 1973, helping to make
the Cornell laboratory one of the
finest ornithological research centers
in the United States:
The lecture and movie to be
presented at the meeting will give a
fascinating and humorous view of
Pet t ingill's favorite subject--penguins.
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Editorials
Discrimination
An institution of higher education and
enlightenment is seemingly the perfect place to
practice pure and simple discrimination.
Some of the highest values in a society, whether
Utopian or realistic, are those of equality and justice.
For the 11,000 students who attend this college and
care one way or another about how decisions are
made regarding it, there is neither equality nor
justice.
There is authoritarianism, and little more.
The ruling body of the University of Maine's eight
campuses, the Board of Trustees, have controlled
policy and major decisions for the university system
with a secretive hand during recent years. These
trustees, along with the overseer of the entire system,
Chancellor Patrick E. McCarthy, have done
everything in their power to consolidate this power
not letting any of their authority slip down to any
lesser groups.
Such is the lowly group known as students.
A bill which is currently in committee in the Maine
State Legislature may come to a final vote early this
summer. It would be only the beginning, but the
victory would be sweet.
The bill would guarantee a student representative
with all the rights and voting privileges on the elite
15-member board, a body which has grown
increasingly out of touch with the basic causes of
students. One student will not cause significant
change in the line of policy by the board, but it would
force those members to simply listen and not ignore
student concerns which have, for all too long, gone
unattended.

Tim McCloskey

Too many times in the past, board members have
reacted to outside concerns while simultaneously
slipping students the proverbial sausage.
In 1969, during the administration of Gov.
Kenneth Curtis, there was the reality of a student on
the BOT. His name was Stephen Hughes and he
served for three years. His contributions to the inner
workings and competence to the board were praised
by trustees and students alike. Only recently, current
BOT member Francis Brown, of Calais, recalled
Hughes' term saying,"he made a very good
trustee."
When Hughes left for law school in 1972, his seat
was never filled. But, rather it was fazed out of the
system. Nine years later, the situation has not
changed.
Opposition to having a student sit on the ruling
Board of Trustees is as strong today as ever. One
trustee remarked recently that a student would "he
hard pressed to represent all eight campuses and the
27,000 students."
This trustee is the same man who praised former
student trustee Hughes. Francis Brown, formerly the
chairman of the Board of Trustees, is steadfast in his
position. He feels strongly that even slight
representation is not better than no representation at
all.
In but a few weeks, a final legislative vote will
come on the bill for a student trustee.
Either students will be on their way toward their
first semblence of representation since 1972, or it will
be discrimination as usual.
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Tax time
It's that time of year again and the
media is submerging us in advertising related to this time of year.
This particular type of advertising
is not on the normal soap, soft drink
and cigarette-merry-go-round. But
rather, the current media blitz has to
do with a service which has become
increasingly popular in recent years
--tax preparations.
As the April 15th deadline approaches. and we increasingly hear
Henry Block (his real name) tell us
his umpteenth reason why he should
fill out our tax forms, the negative
aspects of this type of service
become more and more apparent.
Many of the companies that deal in
the tax preparation service refer to
the money paid to the federal
government as being wasted. One
company which prepares tax forms
and claims to be "bullish" on
America begins its TV commercial
with "Don't let your money go to the
dogs." Perhaps they should change
their slogan to being "bullish" on
American government. This type of
advertising and the service associated with it is counterproductive. Not
only are they chiselling away at the
amount of taxes the government
collects--thus increasing the federal
deficit and inflation at the same
time--but also they are worsening
the image problems of the government.
People today tend to blame the
federal government for a host of
social and economic problems of our
society. Many of these beliefs are
founded on solid ground. granted
But, then again, there are those
where the only suitable place to
stand would be the ice on Moosehead lake right about now. One such
fallacy which has become popular
recently is that the government's
deficit spending is the sole cause of
our inflationary problems. This is
simply not true. Many of the causes
of inflation lie right in the lap of the
American public.
Spending on
foreign goods, lags in productivity
and contract negotiations for higher
wages all contribute significantly to
inflation. Yet when the government
asks the citizens to make sacrifices,
the feds may as well go into the
business of pulling teeth.
People will donate money to just
about any bogus "nonprofit" organization just for the purpose of getting
a tax break.
The companies which deal in
income tax preparations are involved
in a pretty healthy business. The H
& R Block Co. alone, which has its
hands in advertising as well as tax
preparations, had gross sales last
year of almost S200 million.
Why is it that such a negatively-oriented, counterproductive business
is so lucrative? Because people want
to save money. obviously.
But the real problem lies in the
present tax system. If the govern•
ment were to give incentives for
paying taxes, rather than donating to
nonprofit organizations such as the
National Endowment Fund For
Swampbound Children, perhaps
paying taxes and all the negative
aspects associated with it would
become easier to swallow.
AIL but now we're talking about
tax reform. Now that's a completely
different column in itself.
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Heating inadequate in Dunn
To the Editor:
Perhaps one of your readers
is sufficiently informed as to
explain how the money is
being spent that is being saved
by not heating 4th floor Dunn
Hall. This is a major concern
expressed by some of the
residents of 4th floor who paid
room and board fees in order
to live here and be adequately
heated.
Maybe you think this
problem is exaggerated, but
having to sleep with long
johns, socks, blankets and two
quilts is a real factor. That,
along with the fact that room
doors often have to be left
open to salvage some heat
from the hall. Why is it that
phonebooths in Hancock Hall
are heated and our rooms are
not?
The coldness of the room
makes concentration in studies
difficult, when foremost on
your mind is the selection of
the next sweater to put on over
the two you already wear.
People wander around the hall
with thick sweaters, even
sometimes
coats,
with
blankets wrapped around their
shoulders. They gather at the
one radiator that until recently
gave off heat, for warmth.
I realize that fuel cost is
high, but when you have to go
to the laundry room or the
nearest hallway to get warm,
conservation
been
has
stretched too far.
Living
conditions in Dunn Hall are
certainly not what they could
be in comparison to other

living accomodations on
campus. We are penalized in
many ways by the condition of
our dorm; we lack a decent
study lounge and are often
smogged or smelled-out by our
faulty incinerator. We accept
a lot in regard to our living
environment-is it too much to
ask for a little heat to lessen
the severity of our present
conditions?
Sincerely,
Deborah M. Curran

Gripes

bruce wildes

Take care of your tires
Few people take proper
care of their tires. In fact,
most people waste hundreds
of' dollars over an extended
period of time, needlessly
replacing tires.
Tires come in a wide
variety of types and sizes.
There is also a wide range
of quality. The four most
common types are nylon,
fiberglass-belted, steelbelted, and retreads.
Nylon tires are fast
becoming a thing of the
past. They are low in price
and quality, and should not
be used by the driver who
puts a lot of miles on his
car.
Fiberglass belted tires are
still standard equipment on
a few cars. They last a lot
longer than nylon, provide
better traction and handling
and are well suited for the
older American cars that
are still on the road today.
Steel belted radials are
the most common type
now. They are standard on
most new cars due to the
lower rolling resistance
which results in higher gas
mileage, and an average life
of 40,000 miles, if
maintained properly.

Retreads
are
also
available.
You may
purchase them in either
steel nylon or fiberglass.
They are designed to be an
economy tire. If you have a
car that is used only for
commuting or focal driving,
they may well be worth
considering.
If you must replace only
one or two, you are better
off to purchase the type
that is on the car already.
Do not cross steel radials
with fiberglass or nylon.
Also, make sure you rotate
your tires in the proper
pattern. If you don't, the
results could cause a
catastrophe. Steel radials
must remain on the same
side of the car when you
rotate them. Front to rear,
not left to right.
This
includes steel radial retreads
as well. The reason for this
is the steel belts in the tire
form a pattern. The pattern
is broken if the tire is put on
the other side of the car,
causing the steel belts to
break, which causes blowouts,a rough ride, and poor
handling.
Fiberglass and nylon tires
are moved cross-ways.

Move the front left tire to
the right rear, etc.
Proper tire care can save
you alot of money in the
long run. Check your tires
for proper inflation at least
once a month. It only takes
five minutes and is usually a
free service at you local
service station. Have you
tires balanced when they are
purchased. You can either
have them spin or bubble
balanced. Spin is a little
more money and a lot more
accurate. Check the tires
for proper balance every six
months. It will make sure
you get a smooth ride and
even wear on the tread.
Make sure your front end is
in proper alignment. This
should be done every six
months without fail.
If your tire are properly
taken care of, you will save
a lot of aggravation and
money in the long run.
Good tires would enhance
your car's performance as
well. Replace then when
the tread is getting thin. It
could prevent an accident.
When you check inflation,
look for blisters or bald
spots. A little prevention
avoids a lot of headaches.

Campus police too harsh on students

To the Editor:
It seems like there are about
8,000 engineers attending this
University; can't one of you
brilliant, diligent students
figure a way to keep 6 doors
on the front of the Union
operating? Which is the magic
entrance today? Door number
I, Door number 2, or maybe
Door number 3? It's getting a
little ridiculous.
Gripe number 2 concerns
our pretty little fences
partitioning
off
Our
supposedly green areas.
Instead of spending hundreds
of man-hours putting them up
and taking them down, why
don't we just pave them? It is
fairly obvious that students do
prefer the straightest route, so
why hinder their progress with
little fences, help their
progress with paved paths.
Ah, the little quirks of life;
paths and doors.
K.C. Hughes

To the Editor:

because it's the law, arrest the
student. If police can give
As a concerned student, I speeders a warning on the
feel a problem on the UMO highway, why can't they give
campus is the police force.
students a warning for
The police are a problem with drinking in the hallways? The
students in my dormitory who latter endangers very few
had many altercations with
people and the victim gets
them in the first semester, arrested, while the speeder,
probably due to our so-called
who endangers many innocent
drinking problems.
people, gets off with a
Because I reside at a warning.
dormitory
Being a strong supporter of
where
many
students were arrested by the Charlie Mercer, student
police for drinking in the government president, I agree
hallways, etc., I know first with some of his alternatives
hand the problems students to the problem. Charlie feels
have with campus police.
that the campus should have
Many of the arrests made in something called police
our dorm were for what some security. With police security
of us thought were minor the students could not get
infractions, such as peacefully arrested, but would still be
sitting in the hallway drinking able to call the police in times
beer on a Friday or Saturday of emergency. I strongly feel
night. No students or visitors that this would cut down on
have been bothered by this, problems with the police, and
but still it's against the law, so also keep the students

protected from dangers. A
police security is a step in the
right direction to the
resolution of a major problem
that exists on campus.
I feel it is time someone
took action about this
problem. I would also like to
raise the question, why the
UMO campus
has 31
policemen for 5,000 oncampus students, while the
city of Bangor only has 45
policemen for roughly 40,000
people. If you want to stop
crime and problems, etc., put
the police where they can do
something about it - in the big
city. It's too bad students are
coming
to college
to
experience the "best years of
their lives" and are having to
recollect altercations with the
police, who were nothing but
burdens.
R. Pollard
Dorm Resident
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Decreasing food prices-says who?
The federal government
recently told everybody that
the price of food decreased
during February.
It's
enough to make you
wonder whether or not
these bureaucrats have been
getting enough to eat.
I'm reminded of the story
some friends in my
hometown and I used to
throw around the interior
of a 1%8 Chevy Impala
during a liquidated Friday
night.
Round about 11
o'clock, we'd get hungry,
but Smokey's Pizza would
be closed and we were plain
out of luck. We then would
tell each Other we should do
something illegal so we
could spend the night in jail
and get some of Mrs.
Murch's (the sheriff's wife)
home cooking.
Now comes word that,
due to a lack of funds in the
county budget, the sheriff
might not have the use of
the county's four-wheel
drive vehicle anymore, the
truck the sheriff used to
harvest homegrown
vegetables for the inmates'
consumption. No truck, no
broccoli,
But the days of bread and
water might not be limited
to those in the crowbar
hotels.
For the food
industry, the industry which
America was founded
upon, seemingly must
remain competitive with
other
industries and
constantly raise prices,
That may sound harsh, but
is not without some
semblence of truth.
Many agricultural goods,

such as potatoes and
oranges, cannot be sold to
the public if they are
beyond a specific size. My
father recently brought me
a batch of oversized
potatoes he had given to
him, spuds too big to be
sold in a store. Not the best
boilers in the world, but
we'll eat 'em.
A California orange
producer recently began the
Robin Hoodesque practice
of giving oversized oranges
away to the public. That
guy should run for office.
Why these oversized
goods are not sold like
irregular shirts or shoes is
beyond me, except for the
fact that the people who can
easily afford normal-sized
potatoes or oranges can't
spend the extra money they
get on french fries if they
don't make it.
The escalation of food
prices is particularly
fearsome to off-campus
college students.
These
persons
are
easily
recognizable, they're the
ones walking around
campus who have eaten so
much pasta that their ears
look like a pair of giant
noodles.
While students of all
living environments are
waiting for the freeze on
educational grants to
subside (if it will), those not
living within a stone's
throw from campus are
being hit from many sides.
Gas to get to and from
school, utilities and food
are all rising realisms of life
that probably have made

many persons wonder why
they left the womb of the
university.
Maybe
Residential Life should
construct a dorm in Veazie,
because except for the oftcampus
Board
taco
delights, the cost of living
off-campus is becoming
akin to living off vitamin C
and caffeine (who can
afford the real stuff?)
Some hope does lie
beyond being jailed to get
some of Mrs. Murch's
home cooking. An outfit
out of Augusta recently
purchased the Finast
buildings in Bangor and
Old Town to open "nofrills" grocery stores.
These stores, despite not
having such luxeries as
Percy Faith and the
Orchestra ringing through
the aisles, buy food directly
from the manufacturers
and stock the goods in the
aisles in packing crates and
boxes.
This "no-frills"
experiment
has
been
successful in many parts of
the country, and like many
fads is finding its way to northern Maine late. But
better late than never, these
stores traditionally offer
savings of up to 20 percent
to the empty-walleted
consumer.
This
undoubtedly lasting fad
could not have come at a
better time.
When going to a no-frills
store, remember one thing.
You've got to bring your
A&P WEO and Shop 'n
Save bags with you. Just
another sacrifice in a world
of sacrificial lambs.

rooms are missing or broken.
Some of the walls are sagging
or cracking. As it was stated
in the article about Hannibal
Hamlin, "the walls can only
take so many coats of paint."
This applies to Dunn and
Corbett also.
Perhaps, this article will
allow people to recognize the
fact
that
repairs and
renovation are necessary in
other dorms as well as in
Hannibal Hamlin Hall. It is
hoped that more allocations of
funds will be spent in trying to

fix up the dorms, particularly
Corbett and Dunn, which have
undergone much deterioration
with the successive generations
of students. Of course, this
would have to be a mutual
effort in that less vandalism
would have to occur in the
dorms, but one fact is certain;
If one lives in a respectable
looking dorm, the chances of
vandalism from its inmates is
lessened.
Sincerely,
James A. Nadeau

Room-race creates problems
To the Editor:
The current room-race is
presenting a mega-problem for
most students on campus. The
uncertainty of roommates and
rooms for next year has
further affected the mental
stability of the occupants of
this wing. The way we have it
figured, it all depends on
Robin. We have illustrated
this domino effect through the
following verse. NOTE: It's a
coincidence that we attempted
to solve this predicament on
April Fool's Day.
If Robin Gets The R.A. Job
-Michelle rooms with Barb
-Dort rooms with Audrey
-Cathy rooms with Cheryl
-Theresa has no roommate
Later...
-Dort and Cheryl, Cathy
and Audrey switch
-But Theresa still doesn't
have a roommate or a room
But...lf Robin Doesn't Get

To the Editor:
The Hannibal Hamlin dorm
at the University of Maine at
Orono has been a main issue
of controversy in the past and
will remain a primary subject
until the dorm is torn down
and destroyed. The problem is
that the students residing in
the dorm have in the past
damaged its interiors.
Although the students do not
seem to mind the damaged
conditions, the University of
Maine administration must
maintain safety regulations
and fire codes.
The more serious problem is
the future of Hannibal. The
University of Maine is
planning to pull down the
dorm and build a new one next
year. Of course, the dorm will
be closed and the Hannibal
residents would have to
temporarily find a new dorm
to live in. Now, consider this
for a moment.
Hannibal
Hamlin has the reputation of
being
mischievous
and
occasionally destruction. Why
would the university invest a
great sum of money on the
same careless students? With
a little common sense, one
would be able to see that
Hannibal would soon be in the
same condition that it's in
now. The final result: an
incredible waste of dollars, a
waste of time, and frustrated
administrators.

university. This project would
affect the tuition, the room
and board fees, and other fees
associated with the university.
The fees would obviously go
up. Students, like myself, are
angered by the administrators'
decisions to tear down the
dorm. But there are solutions.
First, Hannibal Hamlin
students should be separated
and distributed evenly across
campus.
There will be
complaints about being
relocated, but this idea will
divide these careless students
up and it would most likely
minimize damages. Another
solution would be to make
Hannibal a coed dorm.
Already, some of the
administrators
have
considered this idea, since
there have been a few articles
in the University of Maine's
campus paper concerning the
subject.
Since Hannibal
Hamlin consists of all male
students, about half of them
would have to relocate
themselves if the dorm was to
turn coed.
The only alternate solution
would be to leave Hannibal
the way it is. As I mentioned
before, the end result of the
new dorm will be in the same
condition it is in now, so to
make a change would be a big
hassle, a big loss of money and
time, and a wasted effort.

I'm bringing up this subject
because it involves each and
every student that attends the

Sincerely,
Robert W.Stolz

Proficiency tests unfair

What about Corbett and Dunn?
To the Editor:
Apparently there has been a
big fuss about the bad shape
Hannibal Hamlin Hall is in;
however, it seems that
Residential Life and other
authorities should look into
Dunn and Corbett Halls.
Both Corbett and Dunn were
built in 1947 and this
represents thirty-four years of
use for these dorms. These
two dorms need many repairs,
perhaps just as many repairs
as Hannibal Hamlin Hall and
they lack many of the modern
conveniences that other dorms
such as the ones that Hilltop
have.
There are only sixty people
that reside in Hannibal
Hamlin Hall as compared to
the four hundred people that
live in Dunn and Corbett. It
seems that investing the
amount of money to make
sixty people happy would be
better invested if it made four
hundred people happy. Also,
it seems unfair that the
residents of Hannibal Hamlin
receive rooms at a cut rate
because the rooms are in such
poor condition when there are
rooms in Dunn and Corbett
that suffer from the same lack
of repair. For example, many
rooms at Dunn and Corbett
arc smaller than most others
on campus and they have
cinder block walls. When one
tries to improve the looks of
the room by putting up
posters, the tape does not stick
and the posters fall down,
which defeats the purpose of
decorating the rooms. The
ceiling tiles in many. of the

Hannibal renovation a waste

The R.A. Job
-Theresa pulls in Robin
-Cheryl pulls in Barb
-Cathy pulls in Audrey
-Michelle and Dort squat
their room
Later...
-Theresa and Cheryl, Barb
and Robin switch
-Cathy
and
Audrey,
Michelle and Dort stay
together
On the other hand...
-If Robin doesn't get the
R.A. job and doesn't get a
room in Stoddard, we return
to the first situation
But...
-If Robin and Barbara both
move to Stoddard, It's the
same as the second situation
But, on the other hand...
-If Robin is an alternate
R.A., we haven't an idea, not
even a clue
Very Sincerely,
4-East Oxford

To the Editor:
I realize that EH I, English
Composition is a beneficial
course and should be taken by
most freshmen. However, the
proficiency exams given twice
a semester can not justly
measure most students level of
proficiency in the English
language. Also, these exams
should not be used as a basis
for passing or failing any
student enrolled in this course.
In this course a lot of
emphasis is placed on clarity
and careful organization of
the regularly assigned essays.
The essays, when returned, are
usually asked to be revised.
Overall, four or five hours can
be spent on the production of
one good essay.
The
proficiency exams, which
would be better labeled as
"proficiency essays", ask a
student to write a welldeveloped, consistent essay,
that displays the student's
finest writing skills in a fortyfive minute time period. How
can an average student who
normally spends four or five
hours writing and revising a
paper for class, write as well as
he or she is capable in
fortyfive minutes?
The grading system
these exams is also to for
the
disadvantage of the students.
Throughout the
students must adjust tocourse,
in a particular style writing
for their
professor. The professor,
in
turn, must be aware of
his own student's each of
writing

capabilities. These proficiency
essays, however, are not
graded by the student's own
instructor. They are graded by
those who have no knowledge
of the students who generally
write well and have shown
improvement in the Eh 1
Course.

A great deal of pressure can
be put on these essay exams
because a failing mark on the
essay may mean a failing grade
for the course. (And who
wants to take Eh 1 twice?)
Putting together all the
knowledge accumulated
during the semester into an
essay, with a limited amount
of time, can create a lot of
unnecessary tension on a
student. This tension, for
even the good writers, can
cause a poorly written essay
and an unjust low grade.
Thus, proficiency. essays
should be given over a longer
period of time, perhaps three
or four days. This way the
students have a better chance
at writing a clear, highly
developed paper that properly.
displays their writing skills.
The essays should be carefully
graded by each student's Eh I
professor, because he is more
aware of his student's writing
habits and improvements.
The freshmen on this campus
deserve a more efficient
proficiency exam for Eh I.
Sincerely yours,
A.C. Babcocke
Bangor
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Paper production... Aubert style
Allphotos by
Chris Writ

A slurry of wood fibers in water flows onto an endless wire belt. The
water passes, leaving the
fibers on the wire. The fibers are dewatered here with suction boxes
on the underside of the wire.
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The pulp first becomes paper when it is lifted from the couch roll.
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The wet sheet is dried over steam-heated rolls as the paper nears its completion. Thc
Aubert Hall laboratory starts with the basic log and ends with finished paper.
The finished product, paper, comes off the finishing rollers.
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ATTENTION
The Maine Campus is looking
for Production Assistants.
This is a paid position.
See Steve Olver, basement of Lord Hall

Our chicken tastes even
better with Cole Slay.
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World news
Reagan continues to make progress
ASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan, clad in pajamas, robe
and slippers,
took a 50-yard walk down a hospital corridor today, and "his progress is super,'
said a medical expert who rejected reports Reagan might have been near death
in
he first few minutes after he was shot.
Dr. Dennis O'Leary said he believed the 70-year-old Reagan could have waited
20 to 30 minutes more before receiving medical attention and "would be OK".
He acknowledged that the president collapsed as he wlaked into the hospital "went down on one knee" - and was picked up and carried inside for treatment.
Authoritative sources, meanwhile, said Reagan probably was hit by a
ricocheting bullet and not in a direct line of fire. In a medical briefing at the
White House, O'Leary, dean of clinical affairs at George Washington University
Hospital, where the president is being treated, said Reagan's blood loss was not
enough to have caused him to go into shock. But 01 eary acknowledged that his
judgement was "quite speculative".
His assessment was also at odds with sources who said doctors in the
emergency room had trouble finding the wound that was causing internal
hemmorhaging and "thought they might lose him."
O'Leary said, "I am denying that flatly."
The president, in his third day of convalescence, "wolfed down his breakfast"
and is receiving regular food, O'Leary reported.
He said doctors, encouraged by Reagan's progress, think he may be out of the
hospital in less than the one-to-two-weeks a patient with a wound similar to
Reagan's usually needs to recover.
Asked when Reagan might return to a full workday in the Oval Office,
O'Leary said it normally would be less than two weeks for someone with a desk
job, and suggested the president might want to work parttime.
The president sitll has two tubes in his chest for respiration and drainage,
O'Leary said.
The president was described earlier today by his physician as being "in
extremely good spirits after experiencing the best night's sleep since he has been in
the hospital." Dr. Daniel Ruge said the president slept from 9 p.m. until 6 a.m.
EST and he "looks fine".
"He is awake, alert and talking with hospital personnel," Ruge said in
a
statement relayed by assistant White House press secretary David Prosperi. "His
vital signs are normal, although he is still complaining of soreness in his left
side,
which is quite normal."
Reagan met Senate Majority Leader Howard Baker of Tennessee and Sen.
Paul Laxalt, R-Nev., for a little over 15 minutes this morning.
Baker later told reporters that the president "looked alert, amazingly well. His
..olor is good. He's fully alert and conversational."

Maine's libraries may chargefee
AUGUSTA(AP)- Maine's public libraries may have to start charging user fees
for books borrowed in a nationwide book loan system unless the Legislature gives
them more money, the state's education commissioner said Thursday.
But Harold Raynolds Jr. told the Appropriations Committee it will not find
the money in Gov. Joseph E. Brennan's budget, because other items took a
higher priority.
Raynolds said he dislikes the idea of user fees and hopes the committee can find
an extra $576,000 to give the libraries during the next two years as Sen. Barbara
Trafton, D-Auburn, proposes in a bill.
Libraries should remain a free government service, he said.
"Shall we get to the point where they are no longer public in the true sense of
the word?" Raynolds added.
About 100 librarians, teachers and library users also supported the bill at the
hearing.
The measure would provide money to allow the state's more than 200 libraries
remain hooked up to a computer system that enables readers to borrow books
from about 200,000 libraries across the country. It also would pay for expenses
at Maine's three reference and resource centers - the Maine State Library in
Augusta, and the angor and Portland public libraries.
The Maine Regional Library System was formed in 1974, but the Legislature
has not increased its funding since 1973. The average cost of books, however, has
risen from $8.47 to $20.10 between 1969 and 1979, Ms. Trafton said.

Federal college grants to decrease
WASHINGTON(AP)- The Education Deprtment said Thursday 60,000 fewer
students will get federal grants for college this year as a result of a compromise
with Congress on cutbacks in the Basic Educational Opportunity Grant porgram.
The Reagan administration had wanted to drop 100,000 students from the $2.7
billion program, which provides grants of up to $1,750 to 2.7 million students.
The compromise is expected to end the Reagan administration's freeze on
processing the 1.5 million applications for aid it has already received for the 198182 school year.
Jane Glickman, a department spokeswoman, said the applications will be
processed as soon as Senate and House education leaders send formal letters
agreeing to the compromise. She said it was expected the freeze would end within
a week or two.
Educators charge the freeze was playing havoc with students' and colleges'
plans for the fall term.
As part of the compromise, Education Secretary T.H. Bell dropped for now
the proposal to require students to come up with $750 in self-help before getting
any federal aid.
Congressional leaders agreed to drop liberalizations of the program Congress
approved last year. They agreed not to adjust a family living allowance for
inflation this year and to use an old method that set off-campus students' living
costs at $1,100 regardless of how much they actually pay.
Bell had said his proposals would reduce the income cutoff for grants from
$25,000 to $2i ,000 for a student from a family of four. It was not certain where
the cutoff will fall under the compromise, but Ms. Glickman said it will be
middle-class students, not the poor, ho will lose out.

Soviets prepare to invade Poland
WASHINGTON (AP)- Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger said Thursday
the Soviet Union has taken steps in the last 24 to 48 hours to increase its capacity
to invade Poland and the United States is "taking...steps" as a result.
Weinberger made the statements in response the questions from Sen. Bennett
Johnston, D-La., at the close of a Senate Budget Committee hearing on the
Reagan administration's military spending proposals.
Asked about the likelihood of a Soviet invation, Weinberger said,"I would not
want to make an estimate of that now."
Asked whether the Soviets had enhanced that capability in the last 24 to 48
hours, he said they had.
Johnston then asked again about what steps the Russians were taking, but
Weinberger apparently misunderstood the question and said, "Yes, to the extent
that we have planned, we are taking those steps." Weinberger said the situation
in Poland was "very serious" and had become "far more serious" in recent days.

Company seeks 15 year tax break
to build NH sports complex
CONCORD, N.H. (AP) - The the complex would cut the state's take
company proposing to build a $50 from greyhound betting taxes.
The testimony came during a special
million sports complex at Rockingham
Park in Salem says the company won't house committee hearing on several
be needing as big a tax break from the bills that will make or break plans by
the Buffalo-based company to rebuild
state as it origninally thought.
At a legislative hearing Wednesday the burned-out race track in Salem.
Marketing
night, Donald Carmichael, the
professor
Starr
president of Delaware North Scholbohm said the proposed track
Companies, Inc., said his company could more than halve the number of
wants the state to waive $5 million in wagerers at the Yankee Greyhound
race track in Seabrook, 21 miles away.
betting taxes each year for 15 years.
Because of New Hampshire's
Delaware North originally had asked
to keep the $5 million each year for 25 graduated tax on pan -mutual betting,
the state would collect less from limited
years.
Carmichael explained the company betting at two tracks than it would
wants the tax breaks for 15 years from heavy betting at one track,
instead of 25 years because market Scholbohm said.
conditions have made 15-year bonds
more favorable than 25-year bonds.
THE
The tax breaks, allowing dog racing
at the site and state bond guarantees
MEN'S
were conditions Delaware North set for
ROOM
building the complex, that would
include horse racing and an arena
Professional Hair Styling
expected to lure the Boston Bruins to
Featuring
New Hampshire.
Roffier Sculpture Kut
Those conditions drew criticism
Don Houle
Debi Dyers
from several lawmakers during the
947-4870
947-3924
two-day hearing that ended Thursday.
reg.
hours:
11S:30—Closo
d Mondays
A university professor also disputed
appointments also accepted
company studies and said dog racing at
SUNBURY MALL
-BANGOR

Saturday, April 4th
a night of dinner & jazz.

Lazy Joe Trio
Featuring: Clay Kirby-piano
Phil Engel-drums
Bret Vicary -trumpet
:L.!
$3.50 a ticket Tickets on sale 6:00 p.m.
Sat.
Serving dinner 6:30 p.m.

Saturday,April 11th
S.

Dinner theater directed by David Smith

J.-
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Countries question Haig's authority

And
id Thursday
its capacity
a result.
en. Bennett
ring on the

LONDON (AP)- The controversy over actions
M. Haig Jr. after President Reagan was shotof Secretary of State Alexander
has touched off concern and
criticism abroad and could undermine his
authority as he prepares for his first
extensive foreign mission.
This surfaced in private comments of officials
and in media treatment of
Haig's statement, "As of now, I am in control
here
in the White House." He
made the statement after the attempt on Reagan's
It came after the naming of Vice President life Monday.
management team,a move widely seen as a rebuff George Bush to head a crisis
to Haig.
Some Europeans .also have been troubled
by the fact that foreign policy
pronouncements came from a widening number of
Washington officials, and not
Haig alone as he is seen to have wanted it.
Haig has a substantial backlog of goodwill in Western
Europe where his four
years as North Atlantic Alliance commander gave him
an
intimate
understanding
of European attitudes and concerns.
But his image among some Arabs in the Persian
Gulf on the eve of his Middle
East trip beginning Friday has evidently been tarnished
.
The concern, significantly, has not reached the point
of public statements by
officials. Arab officials declined to discuss
Haig publicly, insisting on
anonymity, but some said his image was hurt by his
conflict with Bush and his
statements after the Reagan shooting.
One official of the United Arab Emirates said: "We
certain if Haig is the U.S. policymaker of if he'll end up have yet to know for
being an errand boy for
Bush or the American defense minister."
The official Kuwaiti thought is that the events made
U.S. ability to muster a
strong policy on gulf security highly questionable.
In Saudi Arabia, sources close to the royal family said Haig will
be "given the
cold shoulder" when he visits there. The independant
Lebanese
Bayraq said, "Alexander Haig, after the controversy over his powers daily Al
in which he
waved his resignation and then with drew it, does not come to
the Middle East the
same powerful man capable of making decisions, especially in matters
of foreign
policy and sometimes internal policy."
In Cairo, the media reported the Haig controversy without comment
.
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News briefs
ELLSWORTH (AP) - Vice
President George Bush, a
longtime resident of Texas, has
pulled up stakes in Houston and
plans to spend more time in
Maine where his family has had a
summer home for generations,
WDEA
Radio
reported
Thursday.
The station said it's learned
Bush may even vote in Maine,
but that his aides consider it a
toss-up whether he will choose
Washington or Kennebunkport
as his voting residence.
WDEA is owned by Richard
Dudman, who retired this week
as
chief
Washington
correspondent of the St. Louis
Post-Dispatch, and his wife,
Helen.
Bush's associates said he has
already sold the family home in
Houston and has begun
winterizing the big summer house
in Kennebunkport, WDEA
reported. The home on Walker's
Point is named for his mother's
family.
Bush's wife, Barbara, expects
to accompany the vide president
to Kennebunkport later this
month to attend Easter Mass and
probably will stay on for a time
to supervise plans for renovation
and redecoration of the house,
WDEA said.
The station said Bush plans to
hold a series of strategy sessions
at Kennebunkport next August
with key Cabinet members to
prepare for the
Reagan
administration's efforts to push

its legislative program through
Congress next fall.
PORTLAND, ORE. (AP) Hundreds of hobos, led by folk
singer Utah Phillips in tails and
top hat, traipsed through
Portland's skit row district to
celebrate the opening of a new
transient mission, Baloney Joe's
which was christened with a
bottle of cheap wine.
In what organizers biller as
Portland's first hobo parade,
balloons, signs that read "Bums
Are Beautiful," and old pickup
trucks carrying children and dogs
filled out the procession
Wednesday.
They walked, rode bicycles,
roller skates and skateboards as
the parade straggled through
Portland's downtown Burnside
area. A young man wearing a
derby hat and holding a balloon
rode a unicycle. Another wore a
gorilla costume.
The "king of Burnside," 31year-old portly Portland Gray,
and the queen, a diminutive lady
called Scooter, rode in the back
of one of the trucks, waving to
motorists and pedestrians. The
royalty wore robes and red-andgold crowns donated by a
costume shop.
"It was a wonderful parade,"
said Gray who declined to give
his real name. "We finally got
everybody here in one place. I
like being named king.
Everybody ought be king once in
his life."

rtilleryfire batters Beirut
killing dozens ofcivilians
BEIRUT, LEBANON (AP)- Tank, rocket and artillery fire battered Christian
neighborhoods in east Beirut for several hours Thursday, closing
the
international airport and, by one account, killing dozens of civilians.
Zahleh, a Roman Catholic city 30 miles to the east, was under Syrian tank
for the second day in what the Syrian command said was an attempt to stop fire
the
rightist Christians from strengthening their militia base.
A shaky cease-fire, interrupted by sniper fire across the "Green Line"
separating the Moslem and Christian secotrs of the capital, took hold by nightfall
after a plea by President Elias Sarkis.
In Tel Aviv, Israeli radio quoted deputy Defense Minister Mordechai Zippori
as saying Israel "will not stand quiet if there is a threat to the Christian
community" in Lebanon.
Former Lebanese President Camille Chamoun, who now heads an alliance of
rightist Christian militias and parties, issued a statement calling on the United
Nations to send in troops to take over from the Syrians, who have been here as
peacekeepers since a cease-fire in the 1975-76 civil war.

Hinckley is mentally competent
WASHINGTON (AP) - John W. Hinckley Jr., wearing a white bulletproof
vest, was deemed "mentally competent to stand trial" Tursday, but a magistrate
ordered further sanity tests while a federal grand jury considers whether to indict
the young Coloradan for shooting the president.
Hinckley, a calm but intense observer of the proceedings, waived his right to a
preliminary showing of the government's evidence.
A psychiatrist who interviewed Hinckley for three hours on Wednesday said he
"is presently mentally competent to stand trial." But the defendant's new
lawyer, Vincent Fuller, protested the order from Magistrate Lawrence Margolis
that the government conduct further sanity tests before defense experts had a
chance to examine him.
That appeal was lost.
Fuller, a partner of famed criminal attorney Edward Bennett Williams, said
there had been no decision on whether to use insanity as a defense.
Courthouse security was tight to prevent a repetition of the 1963 shooting of
Lee Harvey Oswald, who was gunned down in police custody while being held on
charges of assassinating President John F. Kennedy.
While that was going on in a grey stone courthouse, investigators analyzed a
letter to Jodie Foster, the young mov ie actress with whom Hinckley was so
infatuated that he vowed to "get Reagan" at risk of his own life to prove his
dedication, sources said. Hinckley reportedly wrote the letter less than two hours
before the shooting of the president.

Psychic predicted Reagan shooting
LOS ANGELES(AP)- A psychic who two months ago predicted on a television
show many of the details of President Reagan's brush with death says she was
shocked that her forecast came true, but not really surprised.
Tamara Rand,32, predicted on a show taped in January that President Reagan
would experience a "thud" in "the chest area" during "the last few days of
March" and that "someone fair-haired" would be involved.
She said there would be "shots all over the place." On March 30, President
Reagan was shot in the chest. Three other men were wounded. A sandy-haired
man, John W. Hinckley Jr., was charged with the assassination attempt.
"It was even shocking to me, although I must tell yon...I just sort of knew,"
she said Wednesday.
The prediction was made on the Dick Maurice show, a talk show originating in
Los Angeles that is aired on Atlanta station WTBS. A tape of the program was
show late Wednesday on Cable News Network in Atlanta. CNN spokesman Chip
Walter said the program was videotaped Jan. 6 in Las Vegas and braodcast in
mid-March. On the tape, Ms. Rand, of Los Angeles, said, "the last few days of
March or early April" would be "a crisis time" for Reagan.
She also said there would be a "crisis time" for Reagan in July, although she
did not specify what would happen.

rIRECTWAY PAPER
STUDENTS
WAREHOUSE
"We're Still Here to Save You
Bond-Mimeo-Duplicate
Money"
Xerox-IBM Copy Rolls
RENT-A-LIFT or RENT-A-BAY
• Envelopes-Pads
Do Your Own Auto Repairs
1 oilet & Facial Tissue
Hours: Mon. thru Fri. — 8:00am to 8:00pm
Direct Prices
Sat. — 9:00am to 5:00pm
Sun. — 10:00am to 4:00pqn
;-"or information call 942-2628
DIRECTWAY SERVICE
1216 Hammond St.,
1216 Hammond St. Bangor
Bangor, Me.

Enteriainmem •I

eI ii

942-2782

npet
p.m. Sat.
p.m.

Smith 7

Murphy's Steakhouse
and
Butcher Shop
Now Accepting Applications for
Cooks, Waitresses, Waiters,
Deli Department and Cashiers.
989-1474
Apply after 3:30
Bar Harbor Road, Brewer

HY-WAY SERVICE GARAGE
— USED AUTO PARTS —
BUY USED..SAVE MONEY ,
All Kinds Of Used Auto Parts
Lars&

Trucks Bought & Sold

827-5568
4 MILES NORTH OF OLD TOWN
ON ROUTE 2 - MILFORD MAINE

We Buy Wrecked Cars
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Sports
LA must win next two

Former Celtic Cowens
Rockets defeat Lakers
works as athletic director Malone dominates Jabbar
WESTON, MASS. (AP) - Dave
But the indication Cowens might
Cowens used to hustle on the
take the job came when he brought his
basketball court. Now, he's hustling
family fro a visit, his wife, Debby, and
funds as athletic director of Regis
his baby daughter Meghan.
College, a small, liberal arts school for
women.
Once upon a time, Cowens
1
unleashed his famous intensity on rival
National Basketball Association
centers.
Right now, the most
important thing to the former Boston
Celtics star is to bring a well-rounded
athletic program to Regis.
— I'm still trying to find the
parameters, to find what funds are
available," said the Boston Celtics' old
No. 18.
Cowens insists basketball won't be
given any preferential treatment,
saying the program will be "whatever
the students want."
The 6-foot-8 redhead, whose hustle
and fire made him a pro star for a
decade, stunned the NBA shortly
before the season started last October
by announcing his decision to retire.
He said injuries, age and overuse had
worn out his legs, ankles and feet.
Officials of the Roman Catholic
college officially introduced Cowens to
the 430 students March 30th as the new
athletic director.
"I have admired Dave since he first
came here to start up his camp," said
Sister Therese Higgins, Regis
president, describing Cowens as
"gentle but firm and so eminently
honest."
Two years ago, Sister Therese
decided to beef up the recreation and
physical education department.
She decided to build a $3 million,
general purpose athletic building, one
of the biggest chores for Cowens now
will be to supervise its construction.
Sister Therese conceded she thought
Cowens would be ideal for the job.
"The minute I heard he had retired, I
began to hope," she said.
Dave Cowens is now Athletic Director at
"I just kept praying that he'd be
Regis College, a women's college.
thinking of Regis,"
So, while his former teammates get
She brought up the idea at lunch
with Cowens, and although he said he ready for the rigors of the NBA
would do anything for Regis, he ga‘c playoffs, Cowens settles into life as a
college athletic director.
no commitment.
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LOS ANGELES (AP) - The Los
Lakers had been 54-28 during the
Angeles Lakers, seeking to become the regular season and the Rockets only
first National Basketball Association 40-42.
But Mike Dunleavy, the
team to win consecutive titles since starting Houston guard proved himself
Boston did it more than a decade ago, a prophet having said, "We could
have found an unexpected roadblock
embarrass them."
in the Houston Rockets.
Houston coach Del Harris said,
With Moses Malone scoring 38 "This may have been our best game of
points and hauling down 23 rebounds, the season. For that matter, it may
the Rockets surprised Los Angeles 1 1 1 - have been the best game in the history
107 in the first game of their best-of- of the franchise.
three opening NBA playoff on
"Moses is one tremendous
Wednesday night.
competitor. I've been associated with
"Malone beat us in every category," him six years and he still does things
said Lakers' coach Paul Westhead, that amaze me."
whose team travels to Houston for the
Malone had help. Calvin Murphy,
second game on Friday night. If the little guy at 5-10, came off the
necessary, the third game will be at the bench and hit from outside with shots
Forum on Sunday afternoon.
of 18 feet. He finished with 19 points.
"We've got to be more aggressive in
Billy Paultz scored IS, but more
keeping the ball away from Moses and
important, he grabbed 10 rebounds,
keeping him off the boards," daid
several in crucial situations.
Westhead.
Remarkably, Jamaal Wilkes of the
The 6-foot-I0 Malone outplayed his Lakers had no rebounds, although he
counterpart Kareem Abdul-Jabbar did score 16 points. Earvin "Magic"
throughout. Jabbar finished with 21
Johnson, the star of last year's NBA
points and 15 rebounds, but also made finals, has recuperated from an earlysome costly mistakes.
season knee injury, but didn't seem up
Westhead started the game with Jim
to his par as he scored 26 points and
Chones matched with Malone and then
had 11 rebounds.
switched to Abdul-Jabbar. Neither
In other play-off
could stop the 26-year-old Houston night, the Kansas action Wednesday
City Kings defeated
star.
the Portland Trailblazers, 98-97 in
The result proved shocking since the overtime.
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Golf Course Open
at
Woodland Terrace
Motel & Golf Course
Rt. 1, Holden,Me
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6 miles east of Bangor

PIZZA

of Orono I

Weekend Special
Any 10",one item
or more pizza
50e

154 Park St.

Off

Not to worry. Our bike repair experts will have
your bicycle back in shape in no time. They're
specialists in the art of bicycle repair. They'll get
your bike humming and get you back on the road.
If the winter blahs have taken their toll on your
bike, now's the time to get it rolling again. No
matter how old. No matter where you bought it.
We'll fix it!

FREE PICK UP& DELIVERY
And, of course. at The Ski Rack, we feature
free pick up and delivery. So what are you
waiting for? For service and repairs you can count
on there's only one place to go. The Ski Rack.
IVS NICE TO HAVE A FRIEND IN THE BUSINESS

5.

866-5505

"Over one million served."

M

SKIRACK,
Maine Square. Hogan Road, Bangor 945-6464 or
945-6475
Monday. Thursday. Friday 10-9 Tuesday. Wednesday. Saturday
10-6
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Broadway hits to befeatured
in ice show at Alfond Arena
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Lisa Coppola, top-ranked female
figure skater, will make an appearance
in the upcoming "Broadway on Ice", a
medley of Broadway hits presented by
the Alfond Arena skating program.
Coppola, currently ranked 22nd in
the world figure skating competition,
vs ill be skating to end the first and
second half of the three-hour
presentation on April 11, starting at
7:30.
The Boston native is now
training in Colorado Springs and has
obtained citizenship from Italy to skate
for that country.
Nancy Goldmann, skating director
for the show, expects a good audience
turnout. "We expect about 2,000
people to turn up for the show," she
said.
Along with Coppola, other
outstanding singles and pairs skaters
from the Portland area will be featured
in the 4th annual presentation by the
Alfond Arena.

mostly community people from the
Orono, Old Town, and DoverFoxcroft areas who have taken lessons
and want to put all they know together
into a show".
Goldmann said only four weeks of
"solid" rehearsals will go into the
show, although plans were made
months before that. "The skaters,
especially the children, are working
hard and are really enthusiastic about
it," she said.
To open the show, there will be 18 68 year-olds dressed as Orphans skating
to a number from "Annie".
The youngest group, 14 preschoolers dressed in blue and white
outfits will be skating to "Do Re Mi",
a song from the musical "The sound of
Music".
The female professionals at the
Alfond rink will skate to "Ease on
Down the Road" and the Tinman,
Scarecrow and Lion will make an
appearance in "The Wiz".
In another routine, a number from
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Softball team to face
Harvard,Brandeis
by Brent Hammond
The UMO women's softball team
opens its 1981 season at Soldier Field in
Cambridge, Mass., as it tackles host
Harvard, eighth-ranked in New
England Div. I, and Brandeis in what
UMO Coach Janet Anderson termed
"a mini-preseason" because the Maine
squad is yet untested in outdoor play.
Expected lead off batter for Maine,
captain Kathy Woodhams (LF), will
have the job of trying to get on base to
start off a big first inning rally for the
Bears. Following her will probably be
such .300 hitters as Ethel Macklin (SS),
captain Nute Pinkham (2B), Andy
Pelletier (1B), Janet Hoskin (3B),
Cindy Richards(C), and right on down
the line.
Sherri Denis will get the starting nod
for Maine against Brandeis on
Saturday, in a contest that is scheduled
to get under way at I 1:00 a.m.
In Sunday's doubleheader against
Harvard, freshman Nancy Szostak is
scheduled to pitch the opener. Linda
Graham, who has a slight muscle pull
in her back, is scheduled to pitch the
night cap, but is a questionable starter.
She will throw some on Friday and
then the decision of whether to start
her will be made.
If Graham is unable to pitch,
Anderson said, "I don't even want to
think about it." But, in all probility
Denis would be the one to fill in for the
injured Graham, should she be unable
to throw.
In the first game of the doubleheader
against Harvard. promising freshmen

Kate Moran (SS), Yvonne Mcllwain
(2B), and catcher, Gina Ferazzi will get
their chance to display their skills and
talents. Sophomores Val Larabee and
Lisa DeBruyckere round out the
infield, playing first base and third
base, respectfully. Opening game
outfielders against Harvard will be Sue
Leino, Cheryle Kimball, and Linda
Patterson, as Saturday's starting
outfielders Laurie McDunnah and
Woodhams will be given a rest.
With Woodhams not playing the
first game against Harvard, the lead
off batter may possibly be the speedy
Mcllwain.
Players to watch for in the Harvard
lineup are hitting sensations Pat Horne
and Lisa Bernstein, who play third
base and shortstop, respectfully.
Nancy Boutilier will be the starting
pitcher in the opener against UMO and
slated for the second games assignment
was undecided.
The starters for Maine in the
nightcap will be the same lineup that
was fielded against Brandeis the day
before, with one exception, Leino and
Kimball will share the center field
duties.
This year will be Harvard's first
season as a varsity team. Thus far their
record is 1-0 as they defeated a
mediocre MIT club by a score of 16-5.
With some good offensive players on
both clubs, it can be expected that
Harvard will encounter a couple more
high scoring games this weekend
against Maine.
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The show consists of seven "mini"
broadway shows with music from:
"The Wiz", "Annie","The King and
1 —, "Funny Girl", "Grease",
"Oklahoma" and "The Sound of
Music".
Most of the,IQO skaters participating
in "Broadway on Ice" are neither
professional
experienced,
nor
Goldmann said.
The skaters are

"I unii) Girl", some of the UMO
Varsity hockey players will pair up
with some of the top figure skaters and
skate to "I'd Rather be Blue".
Tickets for "Broadway on Ice",
Saturday, April II, are on sale now
and can be purchased from the skaters
themselves or at the Alfond Arena.
Tickets are S3 for adults and .$2 for
children.

"TKE SPORTS"
A program organized for
youth 8 to 12. Registration
for the Spring Baseball
session will be on Sunday,
April 5th at 11 AM in front
of the football field.

The world can be big and bad for
some. For others it looks much easier.
Survival means different things to
different people. Is it luck or preparation?
Preparation seems to he the key.
Consider the leadership training and
management skills you can develop in
Army ROTC.The edge. That margin of
difference that can put you ahead in the
big, bad world of tough job competition.
You may be a sophomore.Or have
just two years remaining in school. It's not
too late to add Army ROTC. And add
experience to your degree. Contact
CPT 1.:lliiARD.3
)C,1 —7237
GYrillAjI Uli...CAMPUL;

Army ROTC.
Learn what it takes to lead.

,•c:
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Gavett aids to
Maine's success
Nara) Kona

IMO

At six-foot, seven-inches tall,
Peter Gavett used his physical
ability to help guide the Maine
Basketball team to winning
seasons in the 'early 1970's.
Today he is using his knowledge
and experience of the game to
help coach the Bears to winning
seasons.
Gavett's years as a player were
successful, as he finished his
senior year as captain for the 7273 squad. Coached by Skip
Chappelle, Gavett was named
first team All-Yankee Conference
, All-District I, first team
Academic All-American (for
three years), and second team
All-New England in the AP and
UPI polls.
Gavett was then picked in the
supplementary draft by the
Boston Celtics and attended the
1973
tryout
camp.
Unfortunately, tryouts fell at a
bad time for him. He was in the
middle of trying to make some
tough
decisions;
job
opportunities, a chance to go to
France to play ball, or the tryout
with the Celtics. He chose the
Celtics.
At the tryout camp, Gavett was
one of 20 rookies there, but he
was not one of the five who made
the team. He then headed back
to UMO and became assistant
coach in Sept., 1973.
As assistant coach, Gavett'
duties are handling all the
recruiting and scouting, financial
aid, and academic affairs of the
players. He helps everyone out,
giving suggestions to the players
and Chappelle.
The
transition
from
player/coach to coach/coach
relation with Cahppelle was
smooth for Gavett and he said as
a coach he began to "learn a lot
of background information you
don't get as a player." As a
player, Gavett used the thinking
game, knowing the "why" of
every play. This enabled a good
relationship with —Chapelle7

Maine to face competive opponents
In Jack (onnally

The top ranked UMO baseball team
opens up regional play today with a
double header at Fairfield University,
weather permitting.
The Bears then travel to UMass
Saturday for another scheduled double
header. Coach John Wink in is starting
Tom Mahen and Joe Johnson today
and countering with Don Mason and
freshman Stu Lacognata on Saturday.
Fairfield, who was 14-15 and sixth in
the division last year is off to a slow
start this season winning only one of
their spring tournament games in the
Carolinas. "They have decent pitching
though and a vetern ball club so they
won't be pushovers," Winkin said.
"Many of the games they lost they
were in, but just didn't win."
UMass meanwhile is off to a decent
5-6 start under Coach Dick Bergquist.
UMass just returned from San Diego
where they captured fifth place in the
Sunshine Classic. Among the teams
they played was nationally sixth ranked
San Diego State.
UMass ended a respectable 19-13-2

record last year and many ballplayers
returned from that team.
Bergquist plans on pitching 6-5
righthander Chuck Thompson (who
beat Maine last year) in the opener and
junior Vincent Todd in the second
game. Thompson is 2-1 this year while
Todd won his lone start, a complete
game win over Portland State.
The UMass starters have been
flexing their muscles this year racking
up 11 homers in 11 games. The big
suns for Coach Bergquist are
centerfielder Mark Litano, a line-drive
hitter who hit .321 last year and catcher
Jim Aulenback who is hitting a
noteworthy .405 this year.

Don Mason will start the first game of
Maine's double-header tomorra%

"We have no special plans for Maine
We just have to play good solid team
baseball," Bergquist said "They are a
well coached team and we are going ter
have to play a sharp game to beat
them."
UMass took two of three from
Maine last year. "We beat ourselves
against them last year," Winkin said.
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Peter Gavett
because Chappelle coaches in
much the same way.
When Gavett is recruiting for
UMO, he said he looks for a
basketball player who is "a good
kid, good student, hard working,
who knows his objectives and
goals, and is working to improve
himself."
Gavett said he tries to recruit
team players. "Someone who is
a team player, not necessarily a
superstar, we don't like to get a
lot of swelled heads," he said.
"Someone who fits into the team
concept, which is play as much as
we can as a team."
Gavett said he likes UMO, the
people he works with, and the
kids he comes in contact with.
Maine basketball is growing, and
Gavett has been a driving force
behind it. He is the pciture of
contentment, leaning back in his
chair, legs on the desk, basketball
mementos all around.
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SeaSides, SeaSides,down by the seashore and the mountains,
and lakes; anywhere people enjoy lightweight, colorful comfort
and style.
Suggested Price: $27.00

Open Sunday

slim

Vads

Factory Reject Price.

$6.95
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Maine: U S Route 1 Ifl Kittery. Wells. I- airnoutti. Wiscasset.
Belfast and Ellsworth. Junction
of Routes 2 & 4 in Wilton. Hogan Road in Bangor N.H.: Route
16 in Conway. Loudon
Road in Concord. MacIntyre Circle in Laconia. 513 Amherst
Street in Nashua. VT.: 1305
Williston Road in South Burlington, 230 North Main Street in
Rutland
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